NOTES

2. Color:
   - Background - Black Non-reflective
   - Message - see Note 5

3. Message Series - See Note 5

4. Corners shall be square or rounded if base material is plywood. If base material is metal the corners shall be rounded.

5. The color and message spacing on each marker shall be according to the applicable route marker panel specifications.

6. Certain marker heads require the component pieces to be the same color. As an example, all the components used with an M-1 Interstate marker shall be blue.

7. Single panel J-assemblies shall only be used with route marker shields that are same size. If the route marker shields are different size use multiple piece component.

8. Route assemblies that have 24 inch route shields and have dimensions greater than 48 inches both vertical and horizontal shall have one horizontal splice between the arrows and route shields. Vertical splices shall not be used on route assemblies with a horizontal dimension of 144 inches or less. The contractor shall not use more than one vertical joint per sign and the joint shall be between route shields.

9. Route assemblies that have 36 inch shields and have dimensions greater than 48 inches both vertical and horizontal shall have two horizontal splices. One horizontal splice shall be between the cardinal direction and route shields and the other horizontal splice shall be between the arrows and route shields. Vertical splices shall not be used on route assemblies with a horizontal dimension of 144 or less. The contractor shall not use more than one vertical joint per sign and the joint shall be between route shields.

10. All Vertical J Assemblies are given a Sign Code of JV.

11. For JV Assemblies that have a mixture of Interstate and non Interstate shields, arrows and cardinals shall be white on blue.

CORNERS shall be square or rounded if base material is plywood. If base material is metal the corners shall be rounded.

All Vertical J Assemblies are given a Sign Code of JV.

For JV Assemblies that have a mixture of Interstate and non Interstate shields, arrows and cardinals shall be white on blue.